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HF Radar

Oceanographic HF radars are normally located on the coast from
where they transmit radio waves out to sea and receive signals
backscattered from moving waves on the sea surface. The power
spectrum of the received signal is related to the ocean wave directional spectrum through a non-linear integral equation.
They measure:
• surface current [1].
• the ocean wave directional spectrum [2] and derived [3]
(or otherwise [4]) wave parameters.
• wind direction [5], wind speed is work in progress.
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Examples of HF radar systems

WERA

is a German phased array
radar, i.e. it has an array of receive antennas that are each phased to generate
beams in required directions. Radars of
this type can provide current, wave and
wind maps with good temporal and spatial resolution. In the UK, the University
of Plymouth is operating a radar of this
type. Available from www.helzel.com.

Pisces

is a UK phased array radar
with a waveform and antennas designed
specifically for long range and wave
measurement.Wave measurements have
been made to over 100km from the coast
and validated in a number of trials over
many years. A dual frequency version is currently being developed to further improve availability and reliability
of wave measurements. Available from
www.neptuneradar.net

Left: radar schematic. Right: GEO-HF radar maps of installations
around the globe, provided by Hugh Roarty, chair global-hfradar.org
WERA Rx
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Surface Currents

WERA surface current map from South Australia. Speed in m/s.

U (left) and V (right) current component comparisons between
WERA and ADCP at Coffs Harbour, NSW, Australia.
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to characterize the hydrodynamic processes inside Raz Blanchard (Alderney Race) and their interactions to improve the
tidal stream energy estimate for this region.
• WERA radar operations have recently begun, finetuning of the hardware is underway.
• Strong currents and shears will be a challenge for both
wave and current measurement.

Data supplied by Anne-Claire Bennis, Universit Caen Normandie.

SeaSonde Rx
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Winds

Map shows waveheight and mean direction, at the Wave Hub site
in North Cornwall 26/11/2012 @ 13:05, derived from directional
spectra one of which is shown on the right, measured at the position indicated with a small white square on the map.

Time series of waveheight (left) and energy period (right), at the
above site during Nov 2012 compared with a co-located directional waverider buoy.
Data supplied by Daniel Conley, University of Plymouth.

Map showing HF radar wind direction (black arrows) and short
wave directional spreading (colour-coded) with scatterometer
winds (red arrows) for a fetch-limited case in South Australia.
WERA HF radar sites are marked with ?. Blue lines are depth
contours. [6]. Radar data from IMOS (imos.org.au), scatterometer data
from JPL PODAAC (podaac.jpl.nasa.gov).
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Dual-frequency.

Seaview Sensing is collaborating
with Neptune Radar Ltd and University of Swansea in a
project part-funded by InnovateUK on the development of
a radar that can operate simultaneously on two frequencies.
This will be tested with a single Pisces radar this summer with
validation near the Pembrokeshire Wave Hub site.
Simulations indicate that this will provide:

Map on right shows planned
measurement positions, Pisces
radar at Nabor Point (NP) and
University of Swansea waverider location (yellow symbol).

Impacts on accuracy

Accuracy and availability depend on the following all of which
need to be considered when setting up a radar system [1, 3, 7, 8].
• power spectrum frequency resolution
• averaging time
• temporal and spatial variability in the measurement cell
• angle between two radar look directions
• inverse methods used
• antenna sidelobe levels
• waveheight
• noise and interference levels

• Increased wave measurement accuracy and availability
for single and dual radar systems.
• An extension of the ocean wave frequency range to
higher frequencies.
The project is also aimed at
identifying ways to reduce the
up-front and ownership costs
of this radar system.

HYD2M early current map.

is a US system with a
compact receive antenna which means it
is easier to install and also has a wider
field of view. It can measure hourlyaveraged currents and provide limited
wind and wave information within the
first few kilometres of the radar sites. No
systems currently deployed in the UK.
Available from www.codar.com

Pisces Rx

Waves

Projects

HYD2M (hyd2m.criann.fr/en/) is a French project aiming

SeaSonde
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